TRANSMISSION OF LIVING CULTURAL HERITAGE IN AND AROUND PROTECTED AREAS.
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Case 1: Pottery
Kari’na
CASE 2: ORAL HISTORY MATAWAAI
MATAWA ORAL HISTORIES
BY THE NUMBERS...

700 place names mapped along 350 kilometers of the Saramacca river

300 oral histories recorded for 150 important places

35 elders interviewed producing 17 hours of audiovisual footage

1st comprehensive Matawai ancestral lands map, and 1st use of ACT's innovative Terrastories application
Matawai Konde
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Language: mat (default) | en
Benefits of ACT’s oral histories methodology and Terrastories application

Terrastories.io

Data ownership:
1. Because Terrastories works offline, the data can (literally) live in the community’s territory, not in the cloud;
2. Granulated ability to control which data users can view

Useful for documenting stories, languages

Enabling the transmission of traditional knowledge for generations to come; youth-friendly application

Participatory, community-driven methodology

Can benefit land reclamation and treaty negotiation processes

Useful in diverse geographic contexts

Fun to play with!
GRAN TANGI